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Scion is a discontinued marque of Toyota that debuted in Intended to appeal to younger
customers, the Scion brand emphasized inexpensive, stylish, and distinctive sport compact
vehicles, and used a simplified "pure price" sales concept that eschewed traditional trim levels
and dealer haggling ; each vehicle was offered in a single trim with a non-negotiable base price,
while a range of dealer-installed options was offered to buyers for personalizing their vehicles.
The brand first soft launched in the United States at selected Toyota dealers in the state of
California in June , before expanding nationwide by February However, Toyota's initial
propositions of short product cycles and aggressive pricing based on low dealer margins
became increasingly unsustainable as sales fell after the financial crisis of â€” In , Toyota
launched Project Genesis , an effort to bring younger buyers to the Toyota marque in the United
States. A Los Angeles-based digital design company, Fresh Machine, was retained by Toyota to
develop the brand, logo, and website. This project became known as Scion. Scion was marketed
as a youth brand and was first introduced in March , at the New York Auto Show. There were
just two concept vehicles, the bbX which became the xB , and the ccX which became the tC.
They were available only in Toyota dealerships in California at their initial launch on June 9, The
subsequent rollout of the brand to the South, the Southeast, and the East Coast occurred in
February Scion vehicles were available nationwide in June , coinciding with the release of the
tC. Both cars were then publicly unveiled on February 8, at the Chicago Auto Show. In
September , Scion expanded into Canada, with vehicles offered at 45 selected dealers starting
in Toronto , Montreal , and Vancouver , followed by other cities. Launch models included the tC,
xD, and xB. Sales of the Scion brand were down to a low of 45, for the model year, compared to
over , for The management tried to resuscitate the brand, hoping to sell 35, to 45, tC in a year
after the model was redesigned for In late , the xD and second-generation xB were in their
seventh year without a substantial redesign, and Scion sales were still far short of their peak.
Toyota began allowing dealers to drop the Scion marque without penalty. For the model year,
Scion released the iM hatchback, based on the international Toyota Auris , [16] and the iQ, xB,
and xD were discontinued. On February 3, , Toyota announced that the Scion brand would be
phased out in August after the model year, arguing that the company no longer required a
specific marque to target younger demographics. The then-upcoming C-HR was also moved to
the Toyota marque after originally being unveiled as a Scion. The change was not expected to
cause disruption to service options, as Scion models were sold and serviced at Toyota
dealerships. See List of Scion vehicles. Scion used sales tools such as "Pure Price" and
monospec trim levels with a wide selection of factory and TRD accessories. This included the
vehicle, accessories, finance and insurance products. The concept aimed to be open and
consistent to all customers. The concept was not new to the U. Scion's sales approach differed
greatly from that of the Toyota brand. In the United States, for instance, the Toyota Camry was
offered with four different trim levels intended for different crowds budget-conscious,
mainstream, sports-oriented and luxury ; [29] all Scions, in contrast, had only one standard trim
level monospec and were designed to be uniquely customized for the driver. However, some
options, such as Ground Effects, do prevent other accessories such as mud flaps from being
installed. Beginning in the second quarter of with the launch of the Scion xB RS 1. Pre-ordering
is available at each dealership on a first-come, first-served basis. In , the median age of a Toyota
consumer was 54 years old. Comparatively, Scion's average buyer age at that time was lowest
in the industry, at Initially, Scion's first two cars the xA and xB , while unusual for American
roads, were well received among consumers not interested in standard entry-level vehicles. The
marque's best-selling year was , with , vehicles sold. Sales dropped in the ensuing years, to 57,
vehicles in By the time it was discontinued, over a million Scion-branded cars were sold. To
advertise Scion, Toyota began a promotional campaign using a form of guerrilla marketing ,
using posters and ads in movie theaters and TV to direct consumers to its various
"want2bsquare" web sites. Scion sponsored two commercials featuring Concours race car
driver Matt Verbin during the Castle Hill Concours d'Elegance, showing him racing a custom
painted yellow and orange xB on Cambridge streets. Scion also teamed with Gaia Online,
providing the xB, xD, and tC as a choice for user cars, as well as other things across the site.
Scion also used smaller, regional viral campaigns to reach niche demographics. Online
campaigns such as Scion xPressionism allowed a user to modify and design their own Scion
with graphics, decals, and aftermarket car parts. Online advertising , much of it quirky and
offbeat, was part of Scion's marketing mix for both these campaigns and for the launch of new
models. Shows like Slick's Picks went around the country interviewing artists, stores, and
events and put short videos on the site. Scion Radio 17 was an internet-radio initiative that
features 17 non-mainstream channels, ranging from rock and hip hop to electro and soul. In
August , Scion released the "United by Individuality" ad campaign, featuring over Scion owners'
vehicles in various magazine articles, commercials, and billboards. The latest commercial video

showed a convoy of Scions parading through the desert in Boulder City , Nevada. These videos
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of Toyota. City car. Subcompact car. Compact car. Sports car. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Great experience. Picked up the car following day
and feel I made the right decision. Staff was extremely friendly, and provided outstanding
customer service.. Thanks to team Star Auto! Dealership followed up and appointment made.
Although I didn't pick up the vehicle I had looked at, the service rep was very friendly and
courteous. Great customer service. They guys are really nice and seemingly honest, This lot is a
purchase only site so you have to bring your own financing. Bought at Chevy Equinox for them.
After 2 and half weeks check engine light came on and have had nothing but problems. Sunroof
leaks, rust all under the car, connector replaced, in desperate need of tune up and other issues.
I called the dealership and they said there was nothing they could do. I will never buy another
car from them ever again. I highly recommend you look elsewhere. Professional Very
helpful,good costumer service and good deals. Got a pickup that I had to put money into right
away. They are super friendly and honest. They told me what was wrong with the car and which
one they recommend. I'd go back forsure. They were helpful. I was hesitant, but they seemed
knowledgeable. The car was very clean. So far, so good! A pretty good experience, a straight up
kinda guy. Yes, I would recommend Upcountry Motors to anyone who's looking to buy a car. We
had very little contact because the car we wanted was all ready sold. I had questions but they
couldn't answer because the truck wasn't at the dealer yet. My first language is Spanish What a
great experience. Drove from another state to buy a car from Zack and he was super helpful.
Helped load the car on a trailer and was quick to repair a minor issue after I returned home.
Zack was always accessible and responded quickly to all questions. I highly recommend buying
a car here and would travel the almost 4 hours back to purchase another one. It was as one
might expect. I was answered in just moments of the vehicles availability. I appreciated that,
plus there was no pressure to purchase, just the offer of the selected vehicle. I recommend all
to experience this. Try it and see! The Scion xB has undergone a significant change for The
distinctively boxy vehicle, from Toyota, has grown in length by a foot, and its uniquely sharp
edges have been rounded just a bit, giving it a more contemporary appearance. It still retains its

unmistakable front end, however, and that unique profile that makes it easy to spot around town
or on the highway. Power for the Scion xB is provided by a light, compact 2. A five-speed
manual transmission is standard, while a four-speed sequential automatic transmission is
available as an option. Anti-lock brakes are standard, as is electric rack-and-pinion steering. In
keeping with its status as a unique, slightly out-of-the-ordinary vehicle, the xB comes with a lot
of nice, even unexpected features as standard equipment. A first aid kit, for instance, is
standard, as is a direct tire pressure monitoring system. Drivers have a choice of three wheel
cover designs. Chrome exhaust tips, projector headlamps, and turn signals mounted on the
exterior mirrors are also part of the package. Reviewers have responded well to the xB's
makeover, calling it a more stable and more functional vehicle, though they note that the xB still
has a high center of gravity, requiring some caution around tight corners at speed. But it also
maintains the unique characteristics that made it popular with many young drivers. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Scion xB listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The visit was
easy, test drive the car. The facility was clean and the people friendly. We couldn't make the
deal happen because I wasn't trying to put 7k down on what they call a specialty car, but the
people I spoke with were really nice I can't complain about that. Jeff the sale representative
from the start was very personal, helpful, courteous, and professional. We had to travel from
California to Arizona in seeing and driving the vehicle. Jeff honesty and reassurance made it
easy and comfortable with us traveling such distances. We have recommended others to the
Jeff and the dealership. My experience was a great success. Ron and his son were very helpful,
respectful, kind,and friendly. I look forward to getting my car very soon. The dealer did not
bother to have the car cleaned inside or out. The car was very dirty and made us not buy it. Not
a good experience, it was overcrowded with people. It was a waste of my time. Mark and Janna
were great! Easy to work with and quick response time. Bought a vehicle from out of state and it
was probably the easiest vehicle transaction that I've had. Highly recommend. The full-time
salesperson, Mo, was helpful in answering all my questions without sales pressure. I felt that he
was honest and did not try to hide or cover up anything. The price was fair and the car was as
he described it over the telephone, which I apreciated since I had to drive 75 miles to see it. I did
buy the car, and there were no unwarranted dealer add on fees. This is a smaller lot with about
20 cars. Contact was fast easy and the car was ready for testing when we arrived! No surprises!
Treated really well but follow up has been a little slow but they are getting me a new spare tire
and fixing the heater in it! Overall somewhat pleased. Having problems registering, but
dealership is working on fixing. Some minor issues with car i. Salesman very patient and
understanding while i looked over vehicle, no pressure. I liked that. I purchased an 07 Jetta in
immaculate condition with a detailed car fax provided to me by Chad, and bought it for less than
most private sellers were asking. Chad made the whole buying process simple and fast! Thank
you Chad! Best experience ever! Wendell was quick to respond to my questions and provided
all the information I needed. Also followed up with me as afterward to see if I needed any
addition info. Good experience. The Scion tC Sport Coupe got some modest exterior, interior,
and technological updates for Exterior updates include new headlights and taillights. Interior
updates include new seat fabric and an updated instrument panel. In addition, the Scion tC gets
iPod connectivity and an optional navigation system with a 7-inch touch screen. The new model
comes in one Base trim and sports a 2. Gas mileage comes out to 23 mpg in the city and 30 on
the highway. The Scion tC has 2 doors, seats 5, and offers standard sunroof, power windows,
power door locks, air-conditioning, CD player, and ABS brakes. Overall, the '08 Scion tC gets
accolades from drivers as a good ride for the money. It looks good, handles well, and holds its
own on the highway. While this coupe could use some extra horsepower, it'll certainly get you
respect from your budget-conscious friends and those who don't know any better. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're

ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Scion tC listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Scion tC RS 4.
A stylized exterior and an impressive features list should attract buyers to this cool compact
hatch, but some competing models offer more utility, driver comfort and fun. No, that's not a
rhinoceros, it's the Scion xD. Not exactly the ideal animal to be compared to wide-mouth grille,
Scion logo instead of horn , but at least the xD is distinctive. After all, being different is the
raison d'etre at Scion, Toyota's spin-off brand known for its youth-oriented focus and long list
of dealer-installed customizing features for the Pimp My Ride generation. Just as the boxy xB
captured a certain type of buyers' hearts when it first debuted, Scion hopes that the xD's
interesting visage will collect its own cult following. All-new for , the xD has been designed with
American customers in mind. In both price and lineup positioning, it replaces the xA hatchback,
a vehicle that never seemed quite cool enough for the Scion brand. Heavier and more
substantial-feeling than the xA, the new xD shares its basic underpinnings with the latest
Toyota Yaris hatchback. One significant difference, however, is that the xD comes with a more
powerful horsepower, 1. In testing, we've found that this is enough to allow the xD to
out-accelerate competing subcompacts from Honda and Nissan while also returning similar fuel
economy. In addition to its engine and National Geographic front end, the Scion xD
distinguishes itself with a lengthy list of standard equipment and dealer-installed extras -especially the audio options. While other automakers have made auxiliary input jacks standard
equipment, Scion has gone one step further with a regular aux jack and a dedicated iPod port
that provides power and stereo head unit control. We haven't had a chance to test the regular
head unit, but the upgraded stereo provides a user-friendly interface and large screen to toggle
through playlists, artists and songs. The xD is also one of the least expensive vehicles to
currently offer an integrated navigation system. There are some downsides to the Scion xD.
Compared to popular choices in this segment like the Chevrolet Aveo, Honda Fit and Nissan
Versa, it falls short in terms of maximum cargo space with both the rear seats raised and
lowered. Its interior is also hampered by odd-looking gauges and a lack of front legroom. Nor is
the xD particularly engaging to drive. But it does have a clear advantage in the intangible
X-factor category. Its "unique" styling, customizable features, impressive stereos and overall
funky character are the types of things that will attract plenty of buyers in their teens and 20s.
And for that reason, we think the new xD is certainly worth checking out. The Scion xD is a
four-door subcompact hatchback available in one trim level. Naturally, the xD is available with a
long list of dealer-installed extras for those who want to personalize their car. These include
multiple alloy wheels, a rear spoiler, LED taillights, a silver-leather-wrapped steering wheel, a
variety of shift knobs, a security system and interior mood lighting in a choice of four colors. An
optional premium audio system has a more user-friendly control interface that allows for
downloading images and video onto the head unit display. Other options include TRD
performance parts, a choice of satellite radio providers and a touchscreen navigation system.
Scion's new xD is motivated by a 1. In our testing, an xD with the manual went from zero to 60
mph in 8. The Scion xD comes loaded with an impressive array of standard safety features
including antilock brakes with brake assist, stability control, traction control, front seat side
airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and front active head restraints. In a comparison test of
the xD and the Honda Fit, we found that the Scion feels like a more substantial car than the tiny
Honda, despite being slightly smaller on the outside and significantly smaller inside. Credit the
xD's high beltline, heavier curb weight and stronger engine for making it feel less like a toy -particularly on the highway when large SUVs and big rigs can make compact hatch drivers feel
like they're in a paddleboat stuck in the Norfolk Navy Yard. The xD's electric steering feels very
much like the Yaris's -- extremely artificial at lower speeds -- but it does weight up nicely and
offers decent feel at higher speeds. No one will ever confuse the Scion xD for a hot hatch in
looks or performance , but its comfortable ride, solid feel and reassuring stability control make
it a good choice for those who don't put a premium on driving fun. The new xD sports a
functional, well-built and certainly hip interior design. Unlike the new xB and the outgoing xA,
the gauges are where they belong -- in front of the driver instead of in the dash center -- but the
speedometer and tachometer are placed in the same circular pod and run toward each other.
Imagine a clock where the minute and hour hands move in opposite directions. The tach in
particular is hard to read and we once again must say to Scion: "We understand being different
is your thing, but just leave the gauges alone. The optional navigation system makes audio
control even simpler and safer by utilizing the touchscreen to create crystal-clear functions that

mirror those on the iPod itself. The standard speakers aren't fantastic, but Scion makes it
simple to take them out and replace them with aftermarket units. The xD has the same upright
seating position as the Yaris and a driver seat that's short on legroom. Plus, the steering
column adjusts only for rake, and when released, drops to its bottom-most position like an
anchor. Headroom is quite good, though, and two rear passengers should find plenty of space
with a seatback that reclines. Although not as voluminous as other compact hatches, the xD
provides enough cargo room The new Scion xD doesn't have much of a legacy to overcome.
The Scion xA , its predecessor, has always been the other car in the three-car Scion lineup, not
as shocking as the iconic xB box and not as smoothly successful as the tC coupe. Up to now,
the small Scion has been the one that no one cares about and most people don't even know
about, a collection of mundane mechanical pieces buried under a molehill of amorphous sheet
metal and indistinct plastic. The Scion xD, on the other hand, is nothing if not distinctive. Its
profile is a unique mix of hatchback and Mack truck, and it features a rambunctious
four-cylinder engine that Toyota has never before offered in North America. Even the interior is
both versatile and cleverly detailed. Unlike the xA, the xD will be tough to overlook. Bulldog
Look, Bulldog Character Scion says the Japanese-designed xD has a "high beltline with
powerful front bumpers [that] give it a substantial presence. What the xD looks like to us is the
classic, snub-nose Mack AC truck that gave rise to Mack's well-known bulldog mascot. Like that
ancient truck, the xD looks pugnacious and utilitarian. Though the Scion xD measures out much
like the Honda Fit , from its It's also more aggressive than the Nissan Versa , more substantial
than the Chevy Aveo , and simply better than the Toyota Yaris. The four-door xD's closest
relative is in fact the two-door Yaris hatchback, and both cars share the same basic unibody
structure, MacPherson-strut front suspension, torsion-beam rear suspension, front disc and
rear drum brakes, and electric rack-and-pinion steering. The xD is 4. But in place of the Yaris'
wimpy horsepower, 1. Backed by either a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transaxle,
the xD's engine is neither particularly loud nor particularly quiet about its work, but its torque
curve is robust compared to that of engines in most twerp-class runabouts. The shift action of
the five-speed manual isn't particularly clean, either, but it helps make the xD feel a bit quicker
than the hp Honda Fit. At the same time, the steering lacks the strong feeling of precision and
stability that you find in the Fit, while the xD's combination of ABS, electronic brakeforce
distribution and supplementary brake-assist pressure can't help compensate for the lack of
pedal feel that comes with the use of rear drum brakes. Stability control is standard equipment
and it's quite effective, but you can switch it off if you're looking for fun. The xD deserves a
more expressive exhaust note to reflect its engine's relative muscularity. It may be a bulldog
among lapdogs, but it doesn't have the might to take on the big dogs. It Has Dimples What the
xD lacks in ultimate sporting ability it significantly compensates for with the design, flexibility
and quality of the interior. There isn't a surface on the xD's interior that lacks the feel of nicely
textured quality. Golf ball-like dimples cover most of dashboard and door panel surfaces, and
the few switches work with easy precision. The feeling of quality is furthered by nicely shaped
front seats and a surprisingly comfortable rear seat. As you might expect, the electronics are
really the interior's most interesting aspect. There really isn't much in the way of gauges, but
the single element in which the speedometer needle swings clockwise and the tachometer
needle swings counterclockwise is attractive, intuitive and just really neat. It gives the whole
environment an avant-garde style rare in any car. And this style is furthered by a choice of
audio systems that sound great. A Pioneer system with integrated iPod port and loads of
speakers is standard, but the optional Pioneer system that includes the ability to personalize
the display with "skins" is even better. And if that's not enough, an optional navigation system
will play DVDs when the car is parked. There's plenty of practicality, too: Laying down the
seatbacks provide ample cargo room. Some hidden cubbyhole storage beneath the load floor in
back is also available. The numbers indicate that Honda's Fit will swallow slightly more total
cargo, but the xD offers enough for most people. Finish Yourself With its just-plain-ugly plastic
wheel covers and minimal instrumentation, the xD can seem almost incomplete, as if it's
missing the finishing touches that give a car some road presence. In fact this is intentional, as
Scion wants xD buyers and xB buyers for that matter to consider their new purchases as just
the starting point in a whole program of personalization. For instance, there will be 40 Scionand TRD-branded dealer-installed accessories available for the xD upon its launch, including
more aggressive , , and inch wheels. There are also functional items like a quick-shift kit, big
brakes, shorter springs, an exhaust system, a carbon-fiber engine cover and an overhead
console. Beyond this, aftermarket companies like Lund, Sparco and Yakima are also committed
to making personalization of the new Scion easy. Personalization is all fine and dandy, but it
helps if the car itself has some substance. And in the new xD, Scion seems to have built a car
that makes it worth going through the hassle of personalization. Edmunds attended a

manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press were invited, to
facilitate this report. Available styles include 4dr Hatchback 1. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Scion xD. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Scion lease specials Check out Scion xD
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Comparatively small cargo space, bizarre gauges, short on front
legroom. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Scion xD is an all-new model that replaces the xA at the bottom of
Scion's lineup. This four-door hatchback features distinctive styling, peppy performance and an
impressive list of standard features and personalization options. Read more. Write a review See
all reviews. I was in the market for a fuel efficient vehicle with a college student budget. I had
looked at several popular cars Corolla, Civic, Impreza, etc and hadn't thought about Scion. I
caught sight of it on a used car lot and before I knew it I was signing the papers. The xD is a
reasonably priced car that has great fuel economy. I typically will get about around town and on
the highway. This car has excellent visibility and handles really well on the road. It doesn't
accelerate as quickly as I would like, but it's not bad for a four cylinder. The back seats fold flat
creating a large cargo space, but even with the seats up there is plenty of cargo space. Easy to
park, low maintenance cost, extra compartments, plenty of cupholders, the list just goes on. For
such an affordable price, it has a lot to offer. Overall I have been pleasantly surprised with my
Scion xD and I think I might keep it around for awhile. Read less. This was my first brand new
car. I stumbled upon this car when it first came out. I think I just got lucky with it. I was able to
get 40 highway and high 20's city. The car actually held up alot better in the accident then I
would have expected from the impact, but the car was a total loss. RIP scion XD. Compact, fuel
efficient and great value. The Scion is most different from the Mazda, but is similar to the Civic
in the following ways: reliability, fuel efficiency, and compact size. The car is decently built for a
compact car. It shares many components from the Toyota Corolla engine, tranny, etc and knobs
and other items from the Rav4. For any 4-cylinder car that doesn't have a turbo, I recommend
the manual for better control and performance, especially when merging onto the freeway.
Overall, I'm very satisfied with my Scion and glad that I found it. Bought this car brand new, so
cute. Very reliable! I clean houses and all my equipment fits, great storage! Lots of road noise
and bumpy ride but didn't bother me. My husband hated that it didn't have arm rest on the right
and the left is too short. Also replaced light bulbs in headlights about every 50, miles, weird.
The big issue is the fuel evac canister. I don't top off the fuel tank and even stopped the
undercarriage wash at carwashes trying to keep the charcoal filter from getting wet! Car runs
fine but won"t pass inspection until fixed. I just don't know. Might buy another scion xD if i can
find a warranty to cover that part. See all reviews of the Used Scion xD. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. And if the xD
crashes, side curtain and seat-mounted front side airbags are standard. Sponsored cars related
to the xD. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot

of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. This revised version of the Scion xB looks like a
cube and brings enormous benefits in terms of interior packaging. Hard to beat for interior
volume vs. Further, the spacious cargo area will readily swallow a week's worth of camping
gear, while the tall stance and low floor also ensure easy access for everyone. The 2. A long ride
in the xB can become rather fatiguing since it's not a particularly quiet car. Handling is
lackluster, but ultimately very secure. Ride quality is rather stiff, but tolerable. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Scion xB owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. The stability control system was offline until the items were replaced". Dealer cleaned
contacts. Solved problem for now". Calipers replaced on rear, problem resolved. Had dealer
check brakes, and they will re-check in about miles". Since them I've had to replace brakes or
repair them annually. Brakes still make pulsating sounds. Have replaced several times already".
We have never had this happened with any vehicle before". Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Toyota
recognized the problem with this particular engine series and extended the warranty to ten
years and miles. Sad to say that my car was just a couple of months outside of this time..
Engine was rebuilt under recall at no cost. Rental car was also provided. So I'm within the
mileage range but not within the time frame. Totally ridiculous. This will probably keep me from
buying another Toyota. They contacted me. I went to my dealership. Every thing was handled
professionally. Provided me with new car to drive at no cost to me! I am more than pleased! No
problems since". Vehicle is having Mobil1 oil changes ever 5, miles as recommended by Scion".
After inspection the dealer indicated it was a bad cylinder and rings. The engine was under an
extended warranty so it was rebuilt without charge". Out of warranty on both occasions. A very
costly experience! Toyota dealer said this type of failure is very rare. Instead, I purchased all
needed parts on line. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior
trim or moldings, rust. The caulking around the top of the windshield started leaking about a
year ago, but this car has gone through a lot and that's not much of a problem to complain
about". Ten - twelve inches of rust". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Dealer diagnosed steering wheel
switch. Replaced switch but problem continued. Cruise now does not operate at all. This was
the LED taillight that came with the car as new. Local mechanic couldn't identify a replacement
part. Local OEM dealer said the parts were aftermarket, even though they were bought with the
new car. The Scion brand encouraged vehicle customization when you bought your new car at
the dealer, but they do not keep records of the customized parts that were installed onto the
vehicle. We were instructed to contact the selling dealer out of sta". I had to take it to another
shop to get it repaired. Then it'd repeat it within minutes. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. I need to add a quart about miles". I
received a recall notice in Went to dealer, topped off oil, and they are currently monitoring the
situation. Due for a follow up in a couple months". Must add oil every so often. Dealer did some
kind of test to see if it qualified for repair. Passed the first test and was not able to bring it back
under the strict mileage option of the second test so they would not fix it. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. We have observed that many Scions have the
same problem. It was reattached by a body shop, but has NOT been fixed due to the enormous
cost. The body shop said that Nissan knows this is a flaw in manufacturing. Dealer has tried
numerous fixes since the car was purchased and nothing has worked. They blame it on
windshield locater pins". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Took it to a local shop to get it right". Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,

exhaust manifold, leaks. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Had it replaced a couple months later. Didn't have any problems with it other than
the leakage reported by the dealer. Now at miles the left hub ESC sensor has failed". Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Replaced all by me". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
Not sure they are ball jpints or something similar". After over 18 months, the roar became too
pronounced and wheel hub a sealed, non-repairable unit had to be replaced". Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Scion
xB Change Vehicle. There are 9 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction.
Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration
Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the
track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine
idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting
smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the
government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise
fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent
city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage
is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and
CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile
trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances
and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling
Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver
speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride
Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and
how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the
vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort
Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit
across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes

acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side and head protection
air bags standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read
more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available.
What Owners Say. The stability control system was offline until the items were replaced"
Christian E. Had dealer check brakes, and they will re-check in about miles" Donald G. Engine
rebuild or replacement "Oil consumption.. No problems since" Theresa M. The engine was
under an extended warranty so it was rebuilt without charge" Jgreg T. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "Rubber trim piece on top of roof is missing and not sure where it went" Jo R. The
caulking around the top of the windshield started leaking about a year ago, but this car has
gone through a lot and that's not much of a problem to complain about" Michael G. We were
instructed to contact the selling dealer out of sta" Richard Y. Oil leaks "Actually loss of oil may
be a leak or just burning. I need to add a quart about miles" Tim J. Due for a follow up in a
couple months" Chris M. Squeaks or rattles "a tapping sound in dashboard area when going
over bumps or holes in road, only in winter months at 20 degrees F or colder. They blame it on
windshield locater pins" Brian F. Transmission rebuild or replacement "needed new
transmission" Ed S. Water pump "It was noted at the time of the engine rebuild for oil usage that
the water pump was leaking. Alternator "The alternator stopped charging and had to be
replaced. Replaced all by me" Michal M. After over 18 months, the roar became too pronounced
and wheel hub a sealed, non-repairable unit had to be replaced" Ken M. See All Trouble Spots.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers.
Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Shop Exterior
Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. Shift Knob. PTS :
Shift Knob. Body Kit. Carpet Cargo Mat. PT : Carpet Cargo Mat. Scion Security System. PT :
Scion Security System. Fog Lights, Switch. As a Scion owner, you know you can depend on
your for many miles to come. Explore Toyota Parts Online and shop an authorized dealer for all
the spare Scion parts and accessories you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do,
so trust us to pair you with tires that match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal
Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and
color and trim are based upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change
without notice, and are for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. All information
applies to U. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers.
Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a category or
accessories. Categories Select a Category. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior
Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. TRD Sport Muffler. Console Box. Center Console
Box. Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror. Auto-Dimming Mirror. Explore Toyota Parts Online and
shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Scion XB parts and accessories you need. Nobody
knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match your vehicle
perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data,
performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information available at time of
publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any
errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a
sales representative. All information applies to U. Zip is Invalid. Please enter a full UK postcode
to obtain a delivery quote. Unfortunately we are unable to process your request, please contact
the Operation Centre for more information. Unfortunately, this Operations Centre is unable to
provide a delivery service to the postcode entered. Please provide an alternative address.
Please contact the Operating Centre for a Delivery Price. From: in. Shipping To: in. Please check
vehicle type should be Automobile or Motorcycle. Document type should be appropriate for
International shipping. Want more information for this particular auto auction? Interested in
bidding on this vehicle? Check the licensing requirements for this state to determine whether or
not you need a business license to bid. As of now, the sale date is Sun. Feb 21, To search, bid
on, and buy thousands of used and salvage vehicles for sale at Copart, start by registering for
Basic or Premier Membership. Once you find a vehicle you want, go to the Lot Details page to
place a bid. If the vehicle is already in the live online auction, join the auction and bid in real
time! State laws determine what you may bid on, based on whether you buy vehicles for
business or personal use. If you have business licenses, be sure to submit them through the

license uploader. You may preview vehicles at Copart locations during normal business hours.
Find your local Copart by searching locations. All bids are binding and all sales are final. What
This Means. Your Bid:. If your bid is the high pre-bid it will be represented in the live auction.
When pre-bid and live bid amounts are equal the bid placed during the live auction is
considered the winning bid. Your new Maximum Bid cannot be less than the Current Bid. We
will reduce your Maximum Bid to the value entered or the current Bid whichever is greater. If
you wish to keep or increase your current Maximum Bid click the cancel button below to close
the window. Due to licensing restrictions you are unable to bid on this lot. However the
following options are available for unlicensed buyers. All title processing required to sell these
vehicles has been completed and submitted to the proper titling authority. Copart is waiting for
DMV processing to be completed. When DMV processing is completed, these vehicles will be
assigned to an actual sale. Members bidding on these vehicles will be notified by email when
the vehicle is assigned to a sale. They are also NOT eligible for bidding yet. While it is our
objective to provide the most current, up-to-date and reliable information to you, Copart makes
no representation to the accuracy of the information on this build sheet. Furthermore, users
should undertake sufficient verification to determine the suitability for their own particular
purpose of any information or products provided by this build sheet. Powered by:. Your bid will
remain confidential throughout the process and will not be visible to other bidders. You should
therefore bid the maximum you believe is required to win the lot. You may submit a higher bid at
any time during the auction which will supersede your previous bid. After the sale closes our
automated system will determine the highest bid and award the lot to that bidder. Your bid must
be within the bid increments. Please review the table below. Then try your bid again. Increment
bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only one increment in the event
your entered bid is tied with a bid from another member. If your bid is the highest bid, then your
bid will NOT be incremented. Our increments are based on the following table :. Copart
expressly disclaims the accuracy of any vehicle identification numbers VIN. Such information
may not be used or relied upon for bidding purposes or for any other reason. See Vehicle
Disclaimer. I understand that the information in the Vehicle History Report is provided by
Experian and that Experian is solely responsible for the content of the Vehicle History Report.
Copart does not guarantee the accuracy of the information in the Vehicle History Report. I have
read and agree to the terms listed above. Please note that the ProQuote values provided in the
Market Guide report are provided as of a point in time and subject to change. Copart is not
responsible for any loss or expense resulting from use of or reliance upon any information
contained in the Market Guide. Please click "Confirm" to accept this offer. We apologize for the
inconvenience, but this vehicle is not eligible for a Condition Report. Condition Reports cannot
be purchased for vehicles that:. Condition Reports give you the information you need on the
vehicles you want. You can also benefit from our high-quality photos and information to help
you make an informed bidding decision. You must be a CrashedToys or Copart Member to
perform this action. Your Password is expired. Please contact member. DRIVE includes
third-party condition reports, an industry-standard run light system, an arbitration policy and
more! Do not show this message again. Shipping Export Lot x. Email Print. Bid Information.
Click Image to Zoom. For international inquiries, contact export copart. Estimate 0. International
Shipping Information. Lot will be delivered to Add new delivery location. Estimated Delivery
Cost. Cancel Submit Address. From: in Shipping To: in. Order Status: Status Unavailable. This
will cancel your delivery order for Lot. If you want to continue the cancellation click Cancel
Delivery below. Otherwise choose Go Back. Go Back Cancel Delivery. Enter your Zip Code
below to quote delivery based on your location. Zip Code. Cancel Quote. Pickup Delivery is
already in process with a transporter. Order Delivery option cannot be selected for this lot at
this moment. Please cancel transporter in order to proceed with order delivery. Select your port:
Select Port. Get Quote. You have successfully ordered delivery. We will be in touch shortly with
further details. Highlights: Enhanced Vehicles. Secondary Damage:. Body Style:. Engine Type:
2. Cylinders: 4. Drive: Front-wheel Drive. Fuel: GAS. Keys: YES. View Report. Notes: There are
no Notes for this Lot. Inspection Services. Condition Report. EpicVin Report. Market Guide
Report. Select Frequency Daily Weekly. First Name Required. First Name can only contain
letters. Last Name Required. Last Name can only contain letters. Want to Bid? Become a
Member. You can learn more about bidding laws with our state licensing map. Bid Information
Glossary. Find More Like This. Sale Information. Sale Date: Sun. Your Bid Has Been Registered.
Confirm Your Bid. Learn More. Hire a broker Brokers can help you with the buying process. Get
started. Regarding Lots NOT assigned to an auction. Technical Specifications. Standard
Equipment. Preview Location ,. Preview Hours EST. After Sale Pick up Location: ,. After Sale
Pick up hours:. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only
one increment in the event your entered bid is tied by a live virtual bidder. If your bid is the

highest bid then your bid will NOT be incremented. Your current bid exceeds your available
limits. If you are a Basic Member, you can upgrade to Premier Membership or increase your bid
limits here. If you are a Premier Member, your daily bidding limits will reset tomorrow. To
increase daily limits, contact your local Copart Location to find out more. Model Year Model XB.
Body Style. Fuel GAS. First Registered Date. Engine Size 2. Wheel Plan Front-wheel Drive.
Cancel Continue. Purchase Subscription Cancel. NADA Values. ProQuote Results. List of
Comparable Sales. View a Sample Report. Purchase Report Cancel. If you are a Basic Member
you can upgrade to Premier Membership. If you would like to see the AutoCheck report for this
lot, please contact your Broker. OK Close.
rx8 engine coolant
2005 chevy cobalt rotors
08 dodge caliber alternator
Cancel Confirm. The Copart Condition Report is a purchasable assessment of vehicle features
and condition. It includes: Videos of the vehicle Additional photos detailing features and
damage Tire information and condition Comprehensive vehicle features list. Cancel Buy Report.
Condition report failure. Are about to go to auction. Are physically located at an offsite location.
Are sublots. Order Status:. No WiFi at this location. Address , ,. Mailing Address , ,. Get
Directions from your location. View Map Error. All Rights Reserved. Account Type. Member
Seller. Error Message. Sign Into Your Account. New to Copart? Enter password that must be
Passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters with at least one number and one letter. Your
form has been successfully submitted. Our export team is in process of calculating your
shipping quote. Please allow up to 36 hours. Cancel Yes. The true mileage of the lot cannot be
expressed because it has exceeded the capacity of the odometer to measure it.

